In the High Alps and Around Lake Constance

The natural scenery is breathtaking. The breathtaking nature of the mountains and lakes and walking trails are the perfect setting for a peaceful and rejuvenating stay. The mountain air has an invigorating effect on your energy levels. Several packages combine culinary experiences with a walk or ride, offering an ideal opportunity to explore the region.

Hiking and Bike-Touring

Lake Constance is a popular destination for hiking and bike-touring enthusiasts. The mountains and lakes offer a variety of routes suitable for all levels of experience. The lake itself is a must-visit, with its stunning scenery and picturesque villages. Cycling along the lake’s shores is a wonderful way to explore the region. For those looking for a challenge, there are also mountain bike tours available.

Guided Tours

There are many guided tours available in the region. These can include hikes, bike-tours, and culinary experiences. A guided tour can provide valuable insights into the region’s history, culture, and natural beauty. It’s a great way to make the most of your time and enjoy the experience with like-minded individuals.

Culinary Scenes and Sites

Vorarlberg is renowned for its food and wine, and the region offers a wealth of culinary experiences. From the traditional mountain hut and alp cheese, to the fine dining experience at Gustav – Salon of Fine Dining Culture, there is something for every palate. The region also offers cooking classes, cheese-making demonstrations, and farm-to-table experiences.

Mountain and Alp Adventures

For those looking for adventure, Vorarlberg offers a range of mountain and alp adventures. From the rugged wilderness of the Silvretta Mountains to the tranquil lakeside setting of Lake Constance, there are opportunities to explore the region’s natural beauty. Whether you’re looking for a challenging hike or a relaxing bike-tour, Vorarlberg has something for everyone.

Mountain Adventures

Vorarlberg offers a range of mountain adventures, from guided hikes and bike-tours to climbing and mountaineering. Whether you’re a seasoned hiker or a first-time adventurer, there are opportunities to explore the region’s natural beauty. The region is also home to a number of mountain beaches, offering a unique experience.

Soulful SPA Days

In Vorarlberg, there are many spa options available, from the luxurious mountain spa at the Hotel Alpina to the more affordable options at local inns. Whether you’re looking for a relaxing massage or a full day spa experience, there are options for everyone. The region is also home to a number of natural hot springs, offering a unique spa experience.
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